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Abstwt

The requirements for large robots in waste
mancgement ctd space mplications necessitate active
vibrtion control lgorithms. The use of long, flexible
links provides the needed range of motion but their
inherent flexibility can generate undesirable vibrations
making both control and endpoint positioning difficult.
This pcper presents two shaing aigorithms, the impulse
shaping method and the modified command filtering
technique, to eliminae thefirst two modes ofvibrtiqn in
a flexible maupulator. The vibration suppression
cpabilities ae demonstraWed uing a large elliptic
tqectory thatproduces a signficant change in the system
properties of the two-link robot. The acceleration
response of the tip of the manipulator provides a means
of compaIson for the djferent shaping algorithms.

IlnodUCdon

To obtain the required hh positioning accuracy
fiom lage, flexible manipulators, the unwanted residual
vibration must be removed from the tip motion. This can
be achieved using a variety of active and passive control
techniques. Passive methods are not able to control the
distnrbuion ofenergy and usually involve constaining the
motion of a given system. Some common passive
methods involve the applUcation of a thin layer of visco-
elastic film that absorbs kinetic energy or using piezo-
resistive films to resist beam deflection. Active control
techniques are able to distribute quantities of-energy and
usually involve the measurement of system states and the
resIfting oontrl efforts based on them. This resauch
will discuss active shaping techniques to prevent residual
vibration fm occg i a two-link, flexible
manipulator.

The first shaping algorithm called Impulse
shaping was developed by Singer and Seering [7,8].
Their method utilizes lImear superposition ofsecond-order
system impulse responses to prevent residual vibration in
the system. They developed a set of nonlinear,
trigonometric consttaint equations that must be solved to
yield the appropriate amplitudes and starting times of the

impulses that eliminate the vlbration. Their mehod i's
actually a tine-domain realization of a notch filter that
places multiple zeros at the pole locations ofthe second-
order system.

Singhose, Seering and Singer [9] extended -the
impulse shaping idea with a vectord approach.
Using vector addition, may different- impulse
combinations are possible to eliminate the residual
vibration in the system. The sensitivity of the method to
errors in natural frequency was also discussed and can be
adjusted by moving the impulse vectors. Hyde and
Seering [2] extended the impulse method to solve the
nonlinear constraint equations for the modes of
vibration. Their work showed the difficulty in solving
the set of equations and demonsitrted ways to optimize
the problem.

Other researchers have since used the active
control algorithm for a variety of flexible am control
applications. Hillsley and Yurkovich [I] applied the
shaping technique for the vlbration control in large angle
slewing maneuvers of a two-link flexible robot
However, they found that endpoint acceleration feedback
was also required to fully damp the vibration in a system
with varying paramete. Zuo and Wang [10] used the
impulse shaping method in a PD feedback control system
with good success. FTe shaping algorithm was able to
reduce the vibration in the flexible link while the PD
routine positioned the tip of the manipulator.

Variations ofthe impulse shapingthnique have
recently appeared for controlling multiple modes of
vibration and for adapting to changes in system
fiequencies within the workspace. Rappole; [61
investigated an extrapolation method to, accommodate
changes in system parameters. By splitting each impulse
into two impulses placed at adjacent discrete-time
locations of the control system, impulse sequences can
vary continuously with changes in frequency. Magee and
Book [3,4] developed a modified command filtering
method that in effect double filters the desired sample to
allow time variations of the system parameters. Using
the modified filtering method ina feedback manner, the
first mode of vibration in a two-link, flexible manipulator
named RALF (Robotic Arm, Large and Flexible) was



eliminated. The method was extended to eliminate two
modes of vibaion using the same nfors ll
variations in system parameters [5]. The cuirent work
will de n e the vibration suppession abilties of the
modified fileing medhod over a large portion of the
manipulatot's workspace and compare e method to the
impulse shaping algorithm of Singer and Seeing.

Imule Shqdug

To understand the modified c d fiering
method, a short d Iption of the m lse mehod is
needed. Since the method involve the impulse response
of a second-order system, the first term in the filter is an
impUlse. Using the definition of the logarithmic
decrement, the next implse i placed at onehalf the
damped natrl period of the system with a reduced
amplitude c to the logaric d t.
The two-term filer takes the form

t I(V, -1/1B2(S)=1 +e -Cl e '
(1)

which ca then be normalized so that the coefficients sm
to one. This normalization ensures that the output of the
filter is not larger than the input The normalized fter
can be written as

1 +M +M
(2)

where M is the logarithmic decrement and Td is the
damped period of the system.

To improve the robustnss to uncetainty in
system parmeters, the order of the filter can be
increased. According to Singer and Seering, this involves
solving a larger set ofnonlinear equations. However, tis
difficult sohltion process is not required Careful study
of the method reveals that this shapig algorituh places
zeros of the filter at the pole locations of the system.
Therefore, to increase the rbustness of the filter, multiple
zeros are placed at the poles. The shaping filter takes an
iterative form and can be written as

HN = (H2)N-1 (3)

where N is the number of terms inthe filter. The
number oftms in the filter is detmined by the amount
of residual viblation error that can be tolerated by the
application and is discussed in [3]. In general, the N
tm fil can be written as

N-I I. d

HN(S) = SA,e 2
i1O

(4)

terms in the filer. Ihe filter can now be trasformed
into the direte-me domain

N-i

hN[n] = S A18[nR-idel[n]ml
i-o

(5)

where debt nI] is the discrete-time period of the flexible
sytm Ihe discrete-time period can be calculated from
te dampaeperiod of the systm using the following
tansformation

d[l[I==n( Td f (6)

where f, is the sampling rate of the control system and
the iM (Q ) fimction truncates the argument to an integer.
Notice ta the discrFt-time period is a fimction of time
which generates a problem for the impulse shaping
method.

Modified Commad Fitng

The modified command filtering technique is a
time-varying filter that allows for variations in the system
parameters. The discrte-time form of tiis new filer is

N-i

hN[n] = EA1(8[n-ide1&n[nh] +
1-o

(den[n] -dln-[n -iJ)6 [n-ideins[n]J)

(7)
where the minimum discrete-time penrod over the finite
sum of terms is defined as

de1l[nI = min(decn[nJ],...,d ln -N+1]).

(8)
For tis filtering scheme to wor properly, the

change nm discrete-time period is imited to ±1 over this
short range of values. This filter ensures that each
discete-tiesample ofthe steady-stae output containsthe
correct sum of index coefficknts and produc a contnuous
output as the system parameters vary with time. A more
detailed dussiocan be found in [3].

Thend cadf klaci be pde
to filte two modes of vibration in a time-varying sstem.
The N2 fm, two mncde modifiz dcm ff m be wztl
as

N-I N-I

h2Jqjfl] =E EASjAA2
J-O k-O

(a [n -j decln[n] -k deln2[n]] +
(delsljn] -dehlIn -j] deln2(n] -den2[n -k])'

8[n-j del IsIn]-k deis2[nIJ)
with the A t to the coefficients of the delay (9)
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where the subscipts'1 and 2'Aenote the coonding
mode numbers. The limitation on the that each

discrete-time period can change still holds and an

additional constaint that only one discrete-time period

can change over the fiite sum of terms is also imposed.
This constraint is not as demanding as it might appear

since the filter makes a ete t on in just N - 1
smples of the filter which is a very short dui in

time for control systems wit reasonably fast sampling
rates.

Now that the two mode modified command filter
has been presented, it can be impleted in a feedback
control structure to eliminate the residual vibration of the
two-link flexible manipulator called RALF.

Feedbnk Contml Sixuctiu

To eliminate the vibration and allow acate

endpoint positioning, the shaping algorithms are applied
to the error term in a feedback contol system. Figure 1

shows a block diagram of the overall controller that
provides active vibration suppression mi RALF.

Figure 1. Shaping-Feedback Control System

This application of the shaping filters differs
from the one originally proposed by Singer nd Seering.
Their implementation filtered only the desired trajectory
signal with the addition of a feedback control system
after the shaping filter. This method requires knowledge
of the effective damping ratio and damped natural
frequency because of the feedback system.

The new implementation allows for diret use of
experimental data taken with a digital Fouer analyzer.
The danped natural frequency and damping ratio were

parameterized as a flmction of joint configuration for
accurate calculations ofsystem pa eters for the shaping
algorithms. As the manipulator tracks the desired
trajetory, the paramers can be calculated for each new
configuration. The maximum error in the parametrization
is nearly 20% for the calculation of damped naural

frequency which results in a four-term filter used for each
mode of vibration.

Desikd Tajectory

To compare the shaping algorithms and allow for
a fair comparison, a test trajectory containing specific

frequency omponents was generated. The desired
trajectry is an elLipse with a major axis length of nearly
16 ft. and a minor axis length of nearly 6 ft. so that a

lme vaiato in system param occurs. The
variion is from 3.27 Hz to 5.95 Hz in the firstdamped
naural frequency and from 8.88 Hz to 10.83 Hz in the

second damped natural frequency. The percent deviation

from the average values of frequency is about 30% for
the first mode and about 10%V. for the second mode. This

information will prove valuable when evaluating the

experiment results in this paper. For completeness, a

variation in damping.ratio was also observed but the
unreliability of the measuring technique used by, the
analyzer makes this data suspect

To artificially excite the manipulator, two

smusoidal components with frequencies near the average

of -the frst two modes are added to the normal
component of the ellipse. The desired trajectory is shown
in Figure 2 and the added sinusoidal components are very

apparent. This test trajectory is obviously a worst case

scenario and is used only to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the shaping algorithms.

Figure 2. Desired Trajectory

Expeimntal Rsuls

The first experiment shows thte acceleration
response at the tip of the manipulator when just the PD
control routine is used to follow the desired trajectory.
Figure 3 shows the frequency response of an

accelerometer mounted at the tip ofRALE. The spectrm
of the vibration was calculated based on 10 averages of
the acceleration response taken over one cycle of the

ellipse. Notice the first two major peaks that occur at the

first and second dampe natural frequencies of the

system. They are very broad signifying a large change in
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natal frequency due to the cofiguration changes of the

manipulatr. The rmsults using the modified command
fitng tehnique are also shown to give a relative
measure of the acceleation response.

Figure 3. PD Comparison

The next comparison shows the problem with the
impulse shaping method if the discrete-time period is
allowed to vary with time. The impulse method will
actally induce a vibration into the system because each
smple of the filtered trajectory does not contain all the

indexed terms. Gaps are produced in the filter output and
have been verified in [3]. Figure 4 shows this fiequency
response comparison. Notice that two vibrations are also
induced at 20 Hz and 40 Hz that are beyond the control

bandwidth of the actuators.

Figure 4. Time-Varying Comparison

For practical applications, the imnpulse method

should not be implemented using time-varying
parameters. A more realizable approach is to use some

fixed value of damped natural frequency. The first

companson uses the lower frequency bound for each
mode of viftation (327 Hz, 8.88 Hz) and average values

for the damping ratio. Figure 5 contains this frequency
response comparison. The results are not too surprisimg

Figure 5. Lower Frequency Comparison

since there is nearly 47% error in the first mode. At the
frequency range of the first natural frequency, a vibration
occurs at a frequency corresponding to the first sinusoid
added to the eIlipse. There is no vibration in the second
frequency range because the error in the second mode is
within an allowable range specified by the vibration error-

curves [7,8]. However, notice that no vibrtion results

when the modified command filtering technique is used
because it can adapt to any variation in natural frequency.

Figure 6. Average Frequency Comparison

The impulse shapin method can produce results
comparable to the modified command filtering technique
when average values of the damped natural frequencies
are used (4.61 Hz, 9.855 Hz). Figure 6 compares the two
shaping algorithms for this scenario. The results are the
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same smce the error in system aetas within

tolerable ranges specified by the mnt of accpiale
vibraton eror.

The last n bweu the two saping

methods is shown in Figure 7 using the upper fiequency
bound for each mode of vilbation (5.95 Hz, 10.83 Hz).
Again, a low frequency vibration remsults when using the
impulse shaping method due to the'eror in the desig

fiequency for the method (20%). However, the amplitude
of the peak in the fiequency response is not as large as

before since the error is smaller. Again, the modified
command fing method can adjust to ng in
system configuration and prevent the residual vibraion.

Figure 7. Upper Frequecy Compais
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